Ruby Bridges actions supported Civil Rights. Civil Rights are the rights of citizens to be treated equally. When Ruby Bridges was little, blacks were treated differently than whites. For example, black people had to drink from separate drinking fountains and could not go to the same school as white people.

Thesis Statement (3 point sentence)
Ruby Bridges help pave the way for blacks to have Civil Rights by being one of the first African Americans to attend an all white school, was brave and stood up for what was right, and as an adult she made speeches about Civil Rights.

A (answer-first point)
Ruby Bridges was one of the first African Americans to attend an all white school.

C (cite evidence)
The text stated, “Ruby held her head high. With the marshalls surrounding her, the 6 year old walked into the school and into history books.”

E (explain evidence)

A (use second point)
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